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Qualitative Methods in Social Work Research provides accessible, how-to instruction for carrying

out rigorous qualitative research. Deborah K. Padgettâ€™s thoroughly revised Third Edition offers a

comprehensive introduction to qualitative methods based on six major approaches: ethnography,

grounded theory, case study, narrative, phenomenological, and participatory action research.

Readers will appreciate the bookâ€™s ease of use, friendly writing style, and helpful

cases/examples that combine attention to methodological rigor with pragmatic concerns for

real-world relevance.
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"Padgett is the ultimate 'pro' researcher, methods expert, and communicator. This is the one book

you need for master's study, professional practice research, doctoral study, and your continuing

research agenda!"--Roberta Iversen"Dr. Padgett's text Qualitative Methods in Social Work Research

is informative and easy for students to read and understand. The book offers clear advice to

students about how to design and execute qualitative research studies." --Bruce Winston, Regent

University"Padgett knows how to make students and even lecturers curious about qualitative

methods and she copes in her book very well the gap between an overview and a deeper

understanding of research methods."--Armin Schneider"Padgett uses her extensive experience to

expertly achieve two seemingly contradictory ends: educate about the conceptual underpinnings of



qualitative research methods, and provide the concrete steps needed to carry them out. As a

research discipline that is often not fully understood by many, Qualitative Methods in Social Work

Research will be appreciated by academics and students alike."--Jessica Toft

"Padgett is the ultimate â€˜proâ€™ researcher, methods expert, and communicator. This is the one

book you need for masterâ€²s study, professional practice research, doctoral study, and your

continuing research agenda!" (Roberta Iversen)"Dr. Padgettâ€™s text Qualitative Methods in Social

Work Research is informative and easy for students to read and understand. The book offers clear

advice to students about how to design and execute qualitative research studies." (Bruce Winston,

Regent University)"Padgett uses her extensive experience to expertly achieve two seemingly

contradictory ends: educate about the conceptual underpinnings of qualitative research methods,

and provide the concrete steps needed to carry them out. As a research discipline that is often not

fully understood by many, Qualitative Methods in Social Work Research will be appreciated by

academics and students alike." (Jessica Toft)"Padgett knows how to make students and even

lecturers curious about qualitative methods and she copes in her book very well the gap between an

overview and a deeper understanding of research methods." (Armin Schneider)
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